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SUMMARY
Most people with schizophrenia have frequent contact with their families. Therefore, the family should be involved in their relative’s treatment and care wherever possible, so that they can contribute to that person’s recovery and the family’s own needs for information, support and treatment can be addressed. Family psychoeducation refers to a group of structured psychotherapeutic interventions that involve the person with schizophrenia and their family as partners in care. Trained practitioners adopt a collaborative approach to information sharing and provide training in coping, communication and problem-solving skills. This article describes the common principles and techniques of family psychoeducation (FPE), along with the substantial evidence for its benefits for families, especially reduced relapse rates for the person with schizophrenia. Despite recommendations in clinical practice guidelines, FPE is not widely available throughout the world. The current challenge is to address this through systemic approaches to practice change and tiered approaches to family service delivery.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
- Appreciate the needs of families and recognise how these may be addressed by family psychoeducation
- Understand the evidence for family psychoeducation
- Delineate the key elements of family psychoeducation and consider how it may be applied in practice
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The treatment of schizophrenia has involved psychotherapeutic work with families since the 1950s. Different models have developed, informed by psychoanalysis, systems theory, behavioural and cognitive-behavioural psychology, educational approaches and the family advocacy movement (Farhall 2012; Killackey 2015).

Family psychoeducation (FPE) describes a number of closely overlapping interventions provided to people with schizophrenia and their families. These structured psychotherapeutic interventions were originally developed with the primary aim of decreasing the number of relapses of illness. A strong evidence base has been generated for these various forms of FPE in supporting people with schizophrenia to achieve this outcome. It has also become apparent that FPE offers other benefits to all family members, such as improved relationships within and outside the family.

Terminology
I will use the term family to include a person’s immediate family members (including dependent children) and partner, as well as members of their wider social support network, which may include other relatives and friends. This acknowledges that individuals with schizophrenia may have diverse people of significance to their health and well-being in their immediate circle – often, but not exclusively, family members.

Family psychoeducation is my preferred term to describe this group of structured psychotherapeutic approaches. They are also sometimes referred to in the literature as family interventions, although this term is increasingly used more broadly to encompass all available forms of intervention with families (Fadden 1998; Lucksted 2012). The term ‘family psychoeducation’ in itself can be misleading, since it implies a strong focus on psychoeducation. Although psychoeducation is a key element, FPE includes many other therapeutic elements and aims to enhance family skills and knowledge, typically within a consultative and collaborative approach to the work (Dixon 2001).

Family psychoeducation differs from traditional or predominantly systemic family therapy approaches, such as structural family therapy. These assume that dysfunctional family communication and interactions cause schizophrenia and that addressing these leads to treatment or cure (Fadden 1998; McFarlane 2003). Thus, family therapy approaches
aim to work with the whole family to change their response to the mental disorder and to each other. They do this by exploring beliefs, patterns of interaction and behaviour within the family to avoid unhelpful (vicious) cycles of interaction and to promote helpful (virtuous) cycles (Burbach 1996; Farhall 2012). In contrast, FPE – which is the subject of this article – involves a collaborative approach to information sharing and provides training in coping, communication and problem-solving skills so that the family may better support their relative’s recovery (McFarlane 2003; Lucksted 2012).

**People with schizophrenia and their relationships with family**

It is sometimes falsely assumed that few people with schizophrenia in industrialised societies have ongoing family relationships. This is because a minority of these individuals are married and the dominant cultural emphasis is on adults, whether married or unmarried, leaving their family of origin to become more ‘independent’. However, a large majority of people with schizophrenia live with and/or maintain close contact with family and other support people (Onwumere 2010). For example, the 2010 Australian survey of people with psychosis showed that frequent face-to-face contact with family members in the previous year was the norm: 36.5% had almost daily contact and another 17.1% had at least weekly contact (Morgan 2012). This underscores the importance of involving families in treatment for a number of reasons (Wallcraft 2011; Harvey 2013). Most family members want to be involved in the treatment and care of a relative with severe mental illness and to assist with their recovery (Parker 2010) and most people with schizophrenia and other severe mental illnesses are supportive of such involvement (Murray-Swank 2007). Families often have a great deal of knowledge and experience of their relative’s illness and the nature of their relapses, likely stressors and coping capacity. Further, they are usually well placed to support their relative to act early to prevent a relapse. Family involvement then is likely to enhance the capacity of practitioners and services to effectively support the person with schizophrenia (Wallcraft 2011).

**Family needs**

Although most families want to be constructively involved in their relative’s treatment, often they do not have the necessary knowledge or skills to undertake this role. Many also experience the continuing impacts of their relative’s mental illness and therefore need treatment and support in their own right (Harvey 2013). Families of people with psychotic illnesses experience higher rates of depression and anxiety, greater social isolation and decreased quality of life compared with the rest of the community (Hayes 2015). For example, a study in Australia found that carers were nearly ten times more likely to be socially isolated than a matched community group, and over 40% met criteria for probable anxiety or depression (Hayes 2015).

Unfortunately, family carers often report a lack of engagement by mental health practitioners, as well as inadequate provision of information and support, which leads to distress and frustration (Dixon 2001; Wynaden 2005; Harvey 2013). Family psychoeducation (and other family interventions, education and support) offers the prospect of addressing the needs of all family members (Harvey 2013).

**Ways to address family needs**

In addition to the various forms of traditional family therapy, several models of family intervention have developed to address family needs: some are delivered by practitioners, some by family peers and, increasingly, practice has evolved so that specific family interventions may be delivered by either or both of these groups together (Dixon 2001; Killackey 2015). As distinct from practitioners, family peers provide support to other family members through their shared understanding and experience. They are not trained as mental health professionals; rather, they are people with lived experience as family members or carers of individuals with a mental illness.

Models of family intervention typically provided by mental health practitioners include individual family consultation, FPE and a range of brief family education programmes. Family interventions that take a peer-to-peer approach include family education groups, family support groups and individual counselling, support and advocacy provided by trained carers. In my own mental health service in Melbourne, family peers have been employed and trained to provide individual family consultation using a specific model (single-session family consultation) as well as a form of FPE (behavioural family therapy) (Falloon 2004; Farhall 2012). This illustrates the evolution of practice regarding who may be trained to offer family interventions (O’Hanlon 2015; Visa 2015).

In this article I focus on FPE since it is very well researched and has a strong evidence base for efficacy in delivering improved outcomes for people with schizophrenia and, increasingly, for their families.

**Development of FPE and the role of expressed emotion**

The development of FPE was informed by a growing recognition of the importance of involving families in
treatment (McFarlane 2003). It was underpinned by the stress–vulnerability model of schizophrenia (Zubin 1977), in which a relapse is understood as arising from the interaction between a person’s vulnerability, their coping ability and the stressors to which they are exposed.

Early FPE approaches arose from research demonstrating a link between the emotional climate within the family and the individual’s likelihood of relapse. This research found that there was a greater chance of relapse in families who showed a high level of critical, hostile or overinvolved responses (high expressed emotion, high EE) towards the individual than in families who showed low EE (Brown 1972; Vaughn 1976). Thus, FPE aimed to decrease relapse rates by reducing stress arising from critical and hostile responses and overinvolved behaviour (high EE) through the provision of education and skills training (Fadden 1998).

Family responses associated with high EE are best viewed as an understandable and common reaction to the experience of living with someone with a severe and relapsing condition. Indeed, it has been shown that high EE may be evident in families living with people with other conditions, such as bipolar disorder (Kim 2004). It can also be a feature of staff working with people with severe mental illnesses (Tattan 2000). Despite these observations, an unintended consequence of the original expressed emotion research was that it has sometimes been used as a way of labelling and blaming families for their behaviour (in this case, having high EE). This has led to criticism of the use of this term by family advocates and others (e.g. Hatfield 1987).

Using EE status to identify families who might benefit from FPE

The expressed emotion paradigm provided a useful impetus for the development of the various FPE models. It also provides a guide to which families might benefit from FPE. However, this is not definitive, since there is evidence for successful outcomes from studies with families of mixed EE status (high and low) as well as unspecified EE status, presumably also mixed (e.g. Barrowclough 1999; Gleeson 2010; Hayes 2014). Further, according to some US studies, the links between carer EE and poor outcomes for their relative with schizophrenia may not be uniform across all cultural groups (Onwumere 2010).

These more nuanced findings with regard to EE status and relapse risk are reflected in recent clinical practice guidelines. Thus, closeness of contact between the family and the person with schizophrenia and whether the person has recently relapsed or is at risk of doing so are emphasised as criteria for offering FPE, rather than family EE status (e.g. NICE 2014).

Finally, it is also important not to overlook the needs of low EE families. Although they may not need or want lengthy interventions such as offered through FPE, brief educational interventions with a focus on information sharing and practical resources and supports may be useful for them.

Principles of FPE

Some of the common principles that underpin all models of FPE, which were agreed by key leaders in these approaches and reported by Dixon et al (2001), are listed in Box 1. Some of these principles are emphasised and elaborated below.

Families as partners in treatment

Practitioners of FPE adopt a positive and non-blaming attitude towards families (Onwumere 2010). Thus, families are regarded as having made their best efforts to support their relative, as articulated in the manual for practitioners of one FPE model, behavioural family therapy (Falloon 2004). Practitioners are advised to distinguish between the actions of the family and their intentions (Fadden 2006a). Often, families intend to be helpful to a relative with mental illness, but the actual action ends up being unhelpful. By thinking clearly about intention versus outcome, the practitioner can help the family to make new choices about the means they use to achieve their desired ends, by incorporating new coping methods and through problem-solving (Fadden 2006a; Hayes 2014). This practitioner stance is also consistent with a strengths-based approach; that is, assessing the strengths as well as the limitations of the family’s ability to support their relative.

The practitioner also aims to involve families as partners in care, consistent with wider developments in mental health practice (e.g. Froggatt 2007; Wallcraft 2011). A specific example of such developments is the concept of the ‘triangle of care’ (Carers Trust 2013). This argues that the carer, patient and clinician should all be involved in understanding and managing the mental illness, as part of better collaboration and partnership (Carers Trust 2013). Thus, a coaching or partnership relationship is established between mental health practitioners and families, rather than an ‘expert and recipient of care’ relationship (Killackey 2015). The establishment of this collaborative and supportive relationship enables the expertise and skill of all family members, including the person with schizophrenia, to be acknowledged and harnessed in dealing with everyday problems.
A key aspect of FPE is that the approach attends to both clinical and social needs of the person with schizophrenia. Thus, clinical needs may be addressed by collaborative development of explicit crisis plans which incorporate responses to the crisis by professionals as well as significant others, such as family members. Social needs may be addressed through goal setting, which helps the person to resume leisure interests, or pursue study or employment; such needs may also be addressed indirectly through better illness self-management and improved family support as a result of enhanced communication skills (Killackey 2015). Along with this, FPE models assume a biopsychosocial framework for assessment and treatment of schizophrenia. So, in addition to adopting and adapting psychosocial interventions used in individual treatment and rehabilitation, these approaches place emphasis on providing optimal psychotropic medication (Harvey 2013).

**Structured yet flexible approach to families**

Family psychoeducation models are typically structured and are described in various books and treatment manuals. Nevertheless, there is scope for flexibility in meeting family needs, as recommended in the common principles (Box 1). Thus, there may be cultural adaptations as well as adjustments to better accommodate the individual's phase of illness (e.g. first episode or later episodes of relapse). It is likely that the practitioner will also need to be flexible and sensitive in helping the family to address their feelings, including grief and loss, guilt and blame, sadness, shame, confusion and powerlessness, as they arise and are expressed (Farhall 2012).

**Family psychoeducation models**

Family psychoeducation approaches focus primarily on outcomes for the person with schizophrenia, although the well-being of the family is thought to be an essential intermediate outcome (Dixon 2001). There are three major types of FPE: brief FPE; single-family format; and multiple family groups (Hayes 2013). Recognised FPE approaches include behavioural family therapy (Falloon 2004) and family work (Kuipers 2002), both of which are single-family models, and multiple family groups involving five to seven families (McFarlane 2003).

Family psychoeducation models were typically developed for people with specific diagnoses such as schizophrenia, but later evidence has demonstrated their wider applicability. Although the evidence for benefit is most extensive for individuals with schizophrenia, controlled studies show positive effects for other disorders, especially bipolar disorder and major depression, as well as for schizophrenia co-occurring with substance use (Dixon 2001; McFarlane 2003; Lucksted 2012). There is some evidence for benefit in other psychiatric conditions, such as anorexia nervosa (Dixon 2001; Lucksted 2012).

**Shared and active ‘ingredients’ of FPE**

Although the existing models of FPE appear to differ from one another, a strong consensus about the critical ‘ingredients’ has emerged under the encouragement of the leaders of the World Fellowship for Schizophrenia (Dixon 2001; McFarlane 2003; Froggatt 2007; Hayes 2013). These are summarised in Box 2.
Content of sessions: techniques in practice

In the brief description below of how FPE work is approached, I focus especially on those elements that appear to be essential for effectiveness. My description explicitly refers to one of the single-family approaches of Falloon and colleagues, behavioural family therapy (Falloon 2004). This model has subsequently been described by other authors (e.g. Hayes 2014; O’Hanlon 2015) as part of programmes to implement this form of FPE. Best practice suggests that practitioners undertake brief training (4–5 days) that emphasises learning the skills of the model. These are taught through role-play in pairs and small groups, observation of recorded material, and through large and small group discussions. There is a heavy emphasis on practitioners practising the skills involved and receiving facilitated feedback from their fellow participants and the trainers. Some of these techniques may already be familiar to practitioners from other training they have undertaken, but they can be built upon in their subsequent training and work with families. The possible application of such an approach to future developments in this area will be discussed later.

Assessment

An assessment of the family, both as individuals and as a family, is made during the first few sessions.

Individual assessment

The practitioner conducts individual interviews with family members, including the person with schizophrenia. Each individual is asked about their background, their understanding of their relative’s (or their own) mental illness, the impact of the mental illness on themselves and their day-to-day life, and their personal goals. This process is helpful in developing a picture of the family’s strengths and needs, as well as building a rapport between the practitioner and family members. Family members feel they are being listened to (often for the first time) and their experiences are being valued in their own right, and not simply because of what they might be able to reveal about their relative’s illness. Each individual is also asked to set some concrete personal goals to be achieved by the completion of the family work. Examples might concern exercise (such as walking twice a week or attending a weekly gym session), leisure (such as going out for a meal or to watch a film) or socialising (such as meeting a friend).

Family assessment

Meeting as a group with the practitioner, the family are asked about how they solve problems and achieve goals together. Detail is elicited about family discussions, who gets involved, how progress is assessed, the family’s problem-solving skills and their attitudes to consensus or compromise. Following this, the family are asked to select a real and shared problem or concern and to work through this, thereby showing the practitioner how they solve a problem. The practitioner observes the family’s strengths and assesses areas where additional skills could be usefully learnt. These observations are summarised and fed back to the family and linked to future skills training sessions and how these might help.

Information sharing about the illness, early warning signs and relapse prevention

The purpose of information sharing is to recognise and share the knowledge and expertise of all parties (the person with schizophrenia, the family and the practitioner). It enables all parties, including the practitioner, to gain a better understanding of the needs and experiences of all family members.

Often, the family’s previous discussion of mental illness will have been quite minimal. This might have been for a variety of reasons. For example, they might have been worried that discussion would reinforce unusual ideas or behaviours in their relative. A frequent concern for all parties is that information sharing might upset other family members or make things worse.

The information sharing is tailored to the family’s needs. In line with the aforementioned coaching or partnership relationship, the person with schizophrenia.
schizophrenia is encouraged to become the ‘expert’ and explain their symptoms to their family. This can be a very powerful experience for families as they hear, often for the first time, what it is like to live with ‘voices’ or delusions and other symptoms of schizophrenia.

The family also discuss and agree on a list of early warning signs and are encouraged to record this on paper. This relapse prevention plan will include a list of agreed actions and people to contact should there be signs of an impending relapse.

Communication skills

The types of communication skill that are taught, and their benefits are described in Box 3 (Falloon 2004). These skills are acquired through a sequence of steps outlined in Box 4. The practitioner should model these skills, wherever possible, in sessions. All these skills are alternatives to high-EE or less helpful interactions such as hostility, criticism and emotional overinvolvement. Without necessarily stating that families are doing something ‘wrong’, the training in communication skills provides alternatives for effectively communicating concerns and articulating difficult feelings without blame, resentment or aggression. Such conversations may have become rarer in the context of stress and worry surrounding the mental illness (Hayes 2014).

**Box 3 Communication skills and their benefits**

**Expressing pleasant feelings**
This is direct verbal communication that informs a person that the speaker is pleased with something that the person has done – it helps the family to focus on positive things and notice helpful things that each of them does

**Making a positive request**
This involves using assertive language to make a constructive request for behaviour change – it helps the family to increase their efficiency at resolving problems and achieving goals

**Active listening**
This is the skill of consciously listening to someone, discussing their concerns and clarifying problem areas and ideas – it provides an opportunity for the speaker to clarify their thoughts and feelings and for the listener to better understand the speaker’s problems and concerns, and it helps the family to solve problems and achieve goals

**Expressing unpleasant (or difficult) feelings**
This involves talking about negative feelings such as unhappiness, frustration, anxiety or anger, without blaming, and is combined with doing something to try to resolve the problem, for example making a positive request – it helps the family resolve problems and also increases intimacy

(Falloon 2004; Fadden, 2006a)

**Box 4 Steps in communication skills training**

Step 1: The practitioner encourages the family to identify and discuss the benefits of a particular skill

Step 2: The practitioner asks the family to identify their existing use of this skill

Step 3: The practitioner explains the components of the skill

Step 4: The skill is practised through role-play, and other family members and the practitioner give constructive feedback

Step 5: The practitioner asks the family to practise the skill between sessions (‘homework’) and to make a note of when they do, so that they can report back at the next session

(Falloon 2004; Fadden, 2006a)

**Goal setting and problem solving**

Goal setting and problem solving follow easily from the communication skills, although a flexible approach is adopted so that they may be taught sooner should a crisis or problem arise in earlier sessions. A typical six-step method is followed, as outlined in Box 5 (Falloon 2004). The practitioner’s role is to teach these skills and encourage family members to learn how to use them together.

Use of the term goal setting is a constructive reframing of the term problem solving. Both follow the six steps, but ‘goal setting’ implies a focus on what is to be achieved and ‘problem solving’ a focus on what will be modified or eliminated. In
practice, many problems can be reframed as goals. For instance, the family problem of ‘the house is always a mess and untidy’ can be reframed as the goal of ‘let’s keep the house tidy’. Further, learning goal setting helps all family members to achieve their individual goals (Fadden 2006a; Hayes 2014).

A brief case study illustrating the application of some of these techniques is given in Box 6.

The evidence base for FPE

Robust evidence

The most commonly researched effects of FPE concern reduced relapse and admission rates for the person with schizophrenia, for which there is strong evidence. More than 50 randomised controlled trials have been conducted in the past 40 years and synthesised, including in a Cochrane review (Pharoah 2010). Reduced relapse rates of 20% compared with usual care have been reported, with greater effects for interventions lasting more than 3 months (Pitschel-Walz 2001). Another meta-analysis reported a 48.8% absolute difference in risk of being re-admitted for single-family interventions (Pilling 2002).

Whether multiple family groups are more efficacious than single-family interventions in first-episode psychosis remains unclear (Rossberg 2010; McFarlane 2012).

The number needed to treat (NNT) is a useful measure of benefit; the NNT is the average absolute difference in risk of being re-admitted for single-family interventions in first-episode psychosis remains unclear (Rossberg 2010; McFarlane 2012).

Evidence for other benefits

There is less robust evidence for other outcomes following FPE (McFarlane 2003; Pharoah 2010). For people with schizophrenia, these include improved mental state and important recovery outcomes such as better social functioning and increased employment (e.g. McFarlane 2003; Pharoah 2010).

Family outcomes from FPE are less commonly studied, so the evidence is weaker (Barbato 2000). In the only meta-analysis of 16 studies of family outcomes, FPE had considerable positive effects on relatives’ burden and psychological distress, the relationship between relatives and the person with schizophrenia, and family functioning (Cuijpers 1999). Larger effect sizes were found for interventions of more than 12 sessions. However, Cuijpers suggested that the duration of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 6 The application of family psychoeducation (FPE) techniques: case study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tom is a 25-year-old single unemployed man living with his mother Sue, father Terry and younger sister Megan. He has a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Tom and his family were offered behavioural family therapy (BFT) after he had two in-patient admissions in the previous year following an exacerbation of auditory hallucinations, alongside increasing withdrawal from the family. Tom and his family agreed to participate in BFT, although in her individual assessment Sue expressed concern that the sessions would ‘stir things up’ and add to their difficulties. Individual and family assessments revealed that there was conflict and tension in the household about Tom’s lack of involvement in household activities and about some of his behaviours, such as spending a lot of time listening to music alone in his room. The family’s understanding of Tom’s condition varied, with Terry and Megan having the least knowledge. However, it was also evident that the family wanted to support Tom’s recovery and learn more about how to do so.

During the information-sharing sessions, it became apparent that some of the tension was due to misunderstanding and misinterpreting Tom’s behaviour. For example, Tom often managed his symptoms by going to his room, as he found listening to music helped him to be less focused on symptoms. The family interpreted Tom’s behaviour as ‘lazy’, since they thought he was avoiding taking part in household tasks. They also worried that he was isolating himself. Terry in particular sometimes shouted at Tom and criticised him. The family’s understanding improved greatly when, with the encouragement of the practitioner, Tom was able to describe his experience of his symptoms, his coping strategies and what made his symptoms worse. Terry said: ‘Had I not had the sessions, I [would have] still thought yelling would help, when in fact it makes it worse’.

Following this work, Tom and his family developed a ‘staying well’ plan that included agreed actions if he started showing early signs of relapse, since Tom had identified that he did not want to feel his family might go behind his back to alert the mental health service that he needed an admission. The family’s improved mutual understanding and trust further eased the tension in the household.

As trust between the practitioner and the family grew, the family agreed to work on their communication skills. When family members expressed positive feelings towards each other in the session, there was a noticeable lightening of the family atmosphere. Tom’s family were able to express their desire that he spend more time with them, so that he could understand how this would help reassure them about his well-being. He started to spend a little more time in the living room during the evenings. He commented: ‘Well, it sort of just got things off your mind… different things… got out in the open and everyone sort of discussed them more and then it was better’.

When a crisis arose following further conflict between Tom and Terry, the practitioner introduced the whole family to problem solving. This allowed them to resolve the conflict and to see the value of learning this approach to help deal with future problems. Megan particularly benefited from individual goal setting, which helped her to achieve her goals to socialise more and to pursue greater independence.

a. Quotations are taken from O’Hanlon et al (2016); all names and details have been changed to protect confidentiality.
intervention might be more important than the number of sessions. A more recent review of FPE (Lobban 2013) suggested that it was more likely to be found to be effective for families if family knowledge, beliefs and functioning were among the outcomes assessed. There is uncertainty about how FPE works (Lobban 2013). It is generally accepted that FPE approaches have several different domains of effect, ranging from improved problem solving by family members to enhanced social support (McFarlane 2003). Nonetheless, there are calls for research to provide better understanding of the mediators and moderators of effectiveness (Lucksted 2012; Lobban 2013).

Relevance and applicability of FPE

There is evidence for the efficacy of FPE in schizophrenia from Australia, Canada, China, Europe and the USA (McFarlane 2003). Negative or absent effects among migrant populations (e.g. Latino families in the USA; McFarlane 2003) are best understood as highlighting the need for cultural adaptations, since culturally adapted multiple family groups have been shown to be effective for Vietnamese-speaking Australians and Spanish-speaking Mexican Americans (Bradley 2006; Kopelowicz 2012).

Clinical practice guidelines and routine availability of FPE

Family psychoeducation is recommended in clinical practice guidelines for psychotic disorders, most notably schizophrenia, in various industrialised countries (Canadian Psychiatric Association 2005; Galletly 2005; Kreyenbuhl 2010; NICE 2014). These guidelines generally propose that families are included in the assessment and treatment process and, in the case of schizophrenia, stipulate that individuals who are at risk of relapse and who are living with, or in frequent contact with, their family should be offered FPE. Some also recommend FPE for persisting symptoms (NICE 2014). Despite these recommendations, and consistent with other psychosocial interventions, FPE is not routinely available in mental health services in these countries. This holds true even after targeted training and follow-up support for practitioners have been provided (Fadden 2006b; Harvey 2013; Killackey 2015).

Practice development and practitioner support

Common barriers identified in the literature to the use of FPE in mental health settings include those operating at the level of the family (e.g. families’ capacity or willingness to commit to a relatively intensive and extended process), the practitioner (e.g. confidence and ability to engage and work with families) and the organisation (e.g. integration of FPE into existing workload) (Dixon 2001; Magliano 2006; Lucksted 2012; Harvey 2013). Linked to these understandings, it is clear that it is necessary to adopt a systemic and multilevel approach to practice change, as recommended in the field of implementation science, to promote widespread availability of FPE (Damschroder 2009; Lucksted 2012; Eassom 2014). It is also evident that ongoing organisational support of changed practice is crucial (Harvey 2013; Hayes 2013; Eassom 2014).

Training practitioners to deliver FPE is, in itself, insufficient to promote widespread availability. Other factors that may contribute to successful implementation of FPE by better supporting trained practitioners include: ongoing supervision; co-working arrangements to build practitioner confidence; and dedicated and protected time for ‘FPE champions’ (Dixon 2001; Fadden 2006b; Magliano 2006; Harvey 2013; Killackey 2015). The establishment of small specialist FPE teams has also proved successful in building practitioner confidence and skill (Hayes 2013).

Promising future directions for better meeting family needs through family involvement

For practitioners who have not received FPE training, the concept of a practice element may be useful in advancing their practice in this area. This is based on the understanding that a number of evidence-based interventions have discrete and separable practice elements that are combined in various ways (Chorpita 2005). For example, problem solving and goal setting are common to FPE and social skills training, while FPE and cognitive–behavioural therapy both include a focus on enhancing coping strategies. Thus, a promising approach to practice development is that practitioners already trained in another evidence-based intervention may apply their skills in a particular practice element to their work with families.

Less intensive FPE interventions also require consideration. There is some evidence that eight sessions of brief FPE focusing predominantly on structured didactic information sharing and discussion of coping strategies may be beneficial in reducing re-admissions, although individuals with six or more previous episodes of relapse did not show a positive effect (Pitschel-Walz 2006). A Cochrane review that examined brief family intervention (delivered over five sessions or less, or of no more than 3 months’ duration) concluded that meta-analysis was not possible, and the evidence was of low or
very low quality (Okpokoro 2014). As its authors concluded, further development of brief FPE and research into its value is nonetheless warranted, especially in light of the present state of demand and resources.

There is emerging consensus that FPE needs to be offered to families as one of a number of services, and various stepped or tiered approaches to providing the full range of services have been recommended (Dausch 2012; Farhall 2012; Harvey 2013). This is consistent with the recognition that FPE is not acceptable to all families, even though it has established efficacy. Family psychoeducation may also not be necessary for all families, although our current knowledge of which families might benefit is very much limited to previously described broad applicability criteria contained in clinical practice guidelines and needs further development (Lucksted 2012). These stepped or tiered approaches acknowledge the value of including family peer-to-peer approaches in the suite of available services. These focus on emotional and practical support for relatives and on enhancing their coping strategies. Peer-to-peer approaches have promising, but limited, evidence of benefit and so require further research (Killackey 2015). They also hold potential for reaching more families as the peer workforce develops and expands.

Finally, family consultation may be useful as a way of engaging with families, assessing their needs and helping them to make links with appropriate additional services and interventions. There are various family consultation models, all of which are brief (1–3 sessions) and may be provided by practitioners or family peers (Farhall 2012; Harvey 2013; Killackey 2015). Beyond the value of offering an opportunity for all families to be in contact with mental health services and to find a doorway to other services, family consultation models also increase the overall contact between practitioners and families, which may in turn increase uptake of FPE where required.

Conclusions

Most people who are living with schizophrenia are supported by their families. The involvement of the family as partners in care has the potential to better support the individual’s recovery as well as address the family’s needs for information, support and enhanced skills for their caring role. In this regard, there is robust evidence for the benefits of participation in FPE for individuals and their families, which is reflected in recommendations in clinical practice guidelines. Despite this, FPE is not widely available, and training practitioners in this intervention is a necessary but not sufficient step to address this. It is increasingly clear that systemic and multilevel approaches to practice change, with a strong emphasis on organisational support, are required. Future developments to better support more widespread and effective involvement of families in service delivery include research on how to better engage families, including through less intensive interventions, and enhanced knowledge of how, and to whom, FPE delivers benefits.
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### MCQs

Select the single best option for each question stem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1 Families of individuals with schizophrenia:**                         | **a** are unlikely to have regular contact with those individuals in industrialised societies  
**b** meet criteria for probable anxiety or depression at a rate of about 15%  
**c** have various needs for treatment and support which can only be addressed by providing family psychoeducation (FPE)  
**d** have knowledge that can help practitioners to better support those individuals  
**e** should be offered FPE only if they are assessed as ‘high expressed emotion’ (high EE). |
| **2 Family psychoeducation (FPE):**                                       | **a** is only recommended for families who live with the individual with schizophrenia  
**b** is acceptable to all families if it is offered by a trained practitioner |
| **3 Common principles of FPE approaches do not include:**                | **a** developing an explicit crisis plan that includes professional responses  
**b** encouraging family members to expand their social support networks  
**c** attending to the social and clinical needs of the individual with schizophrenia  
**d** providing advice to the family about how to solve their problems  
**e** being flexible in meeting family needs. |
| **4 Regarding the evidence for FPE:**                                    | **a** culturally adapted multiple family groups are effective  
**b** single-family interventions are more effective in first-episode psychosis  
**c** family relationships, but not family burden, are improved  
**d** brief interventions are as effective as longer interventions  
**e** the number needed to treat (NNT) for improved medication adherence is 7. |
| **5 The generally agreed critical ingredients of FPE do not include:**   | **a** training in goal setting  
**b** cognitive–behavioural techniques  
**c** social skills training  
**d** work with single or multiple families  
**e** duration of at least 9 months. |